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11 ••• AND WHILE THERE ARE THOSE 

WHO HAVE DARED TO SEEK GLIMPSES BE· 

YOND THE VEIL, AND TO ACCEPT HIM 
AS GUIDE, THEY WOULD HAVE 

BEEN MORE PRUDENT HAD THEY 

A VOIDED COMMERCE WITH HIM; FOR IT 

IS WRITTEN IN 1THE BOOK OF THOTH' 

HOW TERRIFIC IS THE PRICE OF A 

SINGLE GLIMPSE. NOR MA Y THOSE 

WHO PASS EVER RETURN, FOR IN THE 

VASTNESS TRANSCENDING OUR 

WORLD ARE SHAPES OF DARKNESS 

THAT SEIZE AND BIND. THEAFFAIR THAT 

SHAMBLETH ABOUT IN THE NIGHT, 

THE EVIL THAT DEFIETH THE 1ELDER SIGN', 

THE HERD THAT STAND WATCH 

AT THE SECRET PORTAL EACH TOMB IS 

KNOWN TO HAVE, AND THAT THRIVE 

ON THAT WHICH GROWTH OUT OF THE 

TENANTS THEREOF- ALL THESE 

BLACKNESSES ARE LESSER THAN HE 
WHO GUARDETH THE GATEWAY.. 

HE WHO WILL GUIDE THE RASH ONE 

BEYOND ALL THE WORLDS INTO THE 

ABYSS OF UNNAMABLE DEVOURERS ••• " 

-H.P. LOVECRAFT,. 11THROUGH THE GATES 

OF THE SILVER KEY" 
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FORWARD 

Centuries ago the secrets of the magician were passed 
onto a worthy novice aurally in the form of stories. 
These stories incorporated practical magical ritual, 
philosophy, history and a complete system of magic 
intertwined within a dramatic account. Knowledge had 
been passed down this way in aural story form to 
ensure the magical system could be easily recalled 
by the novice, to stir within the novice a personal 
associative resonance and as a test, for only a novice 
worthy of this forbidden knowledge would be capable 
of intuitively deciphering and interpreting a system of 
practical magic from the dramatic storyline within 
which it was enveloped. 

A true magician, regardless of time period must be a 
storyteller. As well, in reality all storytellers must be 
magicians to one degree or another. Every word must 
paint a conscious picture and every sentence stir a 
subtle emotion within the subconscious of those who 
may hear. The ability of a magician to raise power or 
summon an entity is dependent upon his or her own 
intellectual and spiritual association to the magical 
system that is to be employed. It is the story of the 
system that is used to pass this knowledge to the novice 
that creates an intellectual and spiritual resonance 
within. Without this resonance of intellect and spirit 
there can be no success with the magical system at 
hand. Therefore, it is not only important to merely pass 
down a system of magic with its practical magical 
ritual, philosophy and history but it must also be done 
in such a manner that will stir within the novice a 
passionate association or personal resonance on an 
intellectual and spiritual level. 

1 1  



Howard Phillips Lovecraft through his classic works on 
the Cthulhu Mythos and Necronomicon introduced 
his cosmicism philosophy and system of forbidden 
knowledge to early 20th century readers. Regarded by 
many as one of the most influential authors of the 20th 
century, he was an avid and masterful storyteller, or as 
some believe a magician, in his own right. Decades 
after publication, his works have been the inspiration of 
many notables within the fantasy, science fiction, 
horror and occult genres. However, of particular 
interest is the system of dark magic employed through
out these works. Some have looked upon these works 
as occult fantasy, while others believe there is a much 
deeper meaning within the tradition of the magician 
storyteller passing down a complete system of dark 
magic to a selected novice capable of intuitively 
transcending beyond a mere storyline. 

To some who have examined the works of H.P. 
Lovecraft, there is an apparent logical and practical 
system of dark magic that can be assimilated. Through
out the years many have based their own works of 
occult fantasy and grimoires on the works of H.P. 
Lovecraft. 

In this, Volubilis Ex Chaosium, a new practical 
approach has been revealed, a key if you will, 
dedicated to the pursuit and practice of the dark 
system of magic as prescribed by Lovecraft throughout 
his works. Never before has the very practical 
foundation of this dark system been offered through 
any tome; where the flourishes and dramatic flights of 
fancy of the storyteller have been stripped away leaving 
a solid bedrock of practical dark magic for those who 
are so inclined to dare enter the dark realm of Chaos 
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Magic from within their own ritual chamber. Make no 
mistake, Volubilis Ex Chaosium is by no means a study 
of Lovecraft's dark system of magic, it is an instruction 
guide from the acquisition of the instruments of ritual to 
the conducting of actual rituals within this system. 

S. Ben Qayin, with his deep knowledge of dark occult 
matters spanning decades, found Lovecraft's work to be 
so compelling, that after careful study, a complete 
practical system of dark magic became more than 
evident to him within. Just as the magician storytellers 
of bygone centuries ignited a dark flame within their 
charges, so too was the case of S.  Ben Qayin, who was 
so moved by what he had found, there was little doubt 
this system of magic as told by Lovecraft, had been 
obtained from beyond the mere imaginative genius of 
the storyteller alone. 

Within your hands is Volubilis Ex Chaosium, perhaps 
one of the most powerful systems of dark magic to 
date . . .  

Shall you venture further ? 

Robert Ing, DSc, DLitt 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
October 20 11 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work will not begin with what previous 
biographies have already covered concerning 
Lovecraft, his personal life or his chronology of 
writings. Such things are simply not what this piece 
focuses on. Though if you are reading these words, you 
most likely have exhausted such avenues of study and 
contemplation in the first place, which has in tum, led 
you here. Once those who are 'tuned in' read and 
experience Lovecraft's dark works and visions, the 
search for 'more' seems to never cease. It becomes an 
obsession of sorts, like an itch that cannot be relieved. 
It could also be seen as an infection of thought, that 
once had, never retires. What this work focuses on, is 
Lovecraft as an unwilling medium and prophet, the 
beings that contacted him, and consequently, how to 
contact them. 

When looking at H.P. Lovecraft's writings, prophecy 
emerges when viewed in contrast to our world's current 
state of progress and discovery. The following 
examples only touch on a few correlations between 
Lovecraft's prophecies and the major recent discoveries 
that science and exploration have yielded us. Lovecraft 
wrote a sequence in 192l titled "The Nameless city", in 
which the Magician, "Abdul Alhazred" first made his 
appearance. Lovecraft speaks of this city as "Irem, The 
City Of a Thousand Pillars", a lost city amongst the 
sands of the "Rub' al - Khali" or the "Empty Quarter" 
of the Saudi Arabian Desert. This city was considered 
"The Atlantis of the Sands" and was thought a complete 
myth . . .  until it was found in southern Oman in 1992. 
There are many stories from local Bedouin, of lrem, 



being inhabited by unholy dark and cursed beings. An 
ancient and true account by a slave by the name of 
"Yaqut ibn' Abdallah" (translated as "Ruby of God", 
died 1229) tells of Irem (also known as Ubar, Ad and 
Wabar) being inhabited by creatures known as 
"Nisnases". He writes, 

"The Lord destroyed everything there (in /rem) and 
converted the human beings to Nisnas -a monkey like 
creature with a human being look (this is also strangely 
reminiscent of Lovecraft's early sequence, 'The Beast 
in the Cave" where a monkey-human like creature was 
featured). The men and women appeared ridiculous, 
each had half a head and half a face with only one eye 
and one arm and one leg ... They used to jump high and 
rapidly on that leg. God made them chew up the grass 
like cows and buffalos. "� "Mujam al�Buldam" 

Y aqut also gave accounts of how the Bedouin would 
have run-ins with "Devil Men Nisnases" which deeply 
troubled the Bedouins, because the Nisnases spoke 
Arabic. This is an interesting correlation to Lovecraft's 
story of a hidden city amongst a sea of sand that is 
older than any can recall. And which was inhabited by 
ancient and ungodly creatures. 



Also, concerning Cthulhu and the sunken city of 
R'lyeh, there was a very interesting sound picked up on 
sonar off the coast of southern Chili in 1997 that was 
approximately 50 degrees S .  Latitude, 100 degrees W. 
Longitude, very close to the location Lovecraft gave for 
the sunken city of R'lyeh; 47 degrees S .  Latitude 9 
Minutes, 123 degrees W. Longitude 43 minutes. The 
distance separating them is only approximately 950 
miles. Out of the whole ocean that Lovecraft could 
have chosen for his location of R'lyeh, he chose one 
that was within 1,000 miles from this mysterious sound. 
Scientists have never heard this sound before and 
cannot explain it. The sound is clearly organic in origin, 
but what is interesting is that the sound was so loud that 
it was also picked up on multiple sensors, some 
spanning to 5,000km or 3,107 miles away. No organic 
sound has ever been so massive as to be recorded in 
such a way. The creature is much larger than a Blue 
Whale and its sound wave does not match any known 
recorded sea animal. 

"While it bears the varying frequency hallmark of 
marine animals, it is far more powerful than the calls 

made by any creature known on Earth. " 
� "CNN June 13, 2002" 

It seems something massive and unknown is stirring 
deep beneath the waves . .  . in the darkness . . .  waiting . . .  
dreaming. 

Of course there is the Mayan prophesized, ever 
impending destruction of the earth on December 21st 
2012 when our solar system perfectly aligns with our 
galaxy, which could cause any number of cataclysmic 
disasters to occur due to possible polar shifts, among 



other events. Is this when the 'Stars Are Again Right In 
The Sky'? Is this when 'The Old Ones' will again 
reclaim their former title and throne? 

Lovecraft wrote in "The Call of Cthulhu ", concerning 
the return of'The Old Ones' ,  

"The time would be easy to know, for then mankind 
would become as the Great Old Ones; free and wild 
beyond good and evil, with laws and morals thrown 
aside and all men shouting and killing and reveling in 

joy. Then the liberated Old Ones would teach them new 
ways to shout and kill and revel and enjoy themselves, 
and all the Earth would flame with a holocaust of 
ecstasy and freedom. " � "The Call of Cthulhu " 

After reading this passage and looking at the world 
(currently 2011 C.E.) one can't help but see that half of 
these events have already occurred . . .  we are just 
waiting for the "Then" . . .  

The 'Old Ones' are listening . . .  and they await our 
call . . .  

This is a Grimoire of magical workings, based after the 
dark Gods from 'The H.P. Lovecraft Transmissions' ,  
(as I prefer to call them), and has been created for 
several reasons. The first reason being that there is a 
very real current of power that is derived from these 
Old Ones that seem to attract a certain kind of 
individual, and these individuals are becoming active 
and beginning to 'feel' this pull, this other awareness, 
and this is a guide to this 'darkscape'. It is certain that 
those who have heard this call, know its strength and 
terror. 



There are entities and realities that intersect and interact 
with our plane of existence on a nightly basis. Under 
the right circumstances communication with these 
beings can be achieved to influence and change our 
personal reality, and other's reality around us. Ritual 
magic has been employed in one form or another since 
time immemorial, to open "Windows" or "Portals" so 
that communication with these entities may occur. 
Whether it be Angels, Demons, Spirits of the Dead, 
Elementals or Gods themselves, ritual magic has been 
employed to achieve the desired end of evocation, 
which is change in one's circumstances and or environ
ment. 

When concetvmg this text, it seemed apparent that 
since Lovecraft had been the unwilling victim & 
medium receiving these nightmare messages from The 
Old Ones, that they are the ones to be contacted and 
worked with. To be clear, I mean to say, that only the 
true original Old Ones that contacted Lovecraft through 
dream and vision will be evoked and worked with in 
this text. Old Ones added by authors who worked 
within Lovecraft's structure or 'Yog-Sothery', such as 
August Derleth, Frank Belknap Long and others, will 
not be included or worked with here. The reason is 
simply because they were not received by Lovecraft, 
but added fictions by those not chosen, that had been 
influenced by Lovecraft. 

Also, a differentiation must be made between Love
craft's true phantasy writings and his writings of 
personal accounts with The Old Ones. Often he meshes 
these worlds making it difficult to diffuse them, but the 
truth can be carefully extracted. One such example is 
his use of Nodens, an existing Celtic Earth God. In the 



sequence, "The Dream Quest of Unknown Kadath", 
The Old One Nyarlathotep is also a main God, yet 
powerless against Nodens who frees Randoph Carter 
(the main character). This is Lovecraft's own fiction 
combined with his actual accounts/experiences. 
Nyarlathotep is an Old Qne, thus no Earth God is above 
him, yet in this sequence, Nodens triumphs. One 
must remember that Lovecraft was a medium, but the 
Old Ones chose a 'writer' as their medium, and an 
unwilling one at that. In order to obtain the truth, one 
must look at the details of the Old Ones, understand and 
feel their essence. Ironically one must separate truth 
from fiction. 

Another point to consider is that only Old Ones who 
have materialized on the Earth plane of existence will 
be worked with in this text. Gods and entities in the 
realm of dream, are easily equally important, however 
will be worked with in later works, as they demand 
their proper respect and tome. 

Once these separations have been made, it becomes 
easy to see the true darkness that lies beyond the 
boundaries of reason that Lovecraft was forced to dwell 
in. His consciousness was split between dimensions, 
allowing him to perceive on both sides of the gateway, 
while his body suffered the consequence of such mental 
and spiritual strain. 

Many would argue, and have argued, that these Old 
Ones do not exist, that they are gossamers of the 
imagination, that Lovecraft simply made them up. I will 
present this fragment of a letter Lovecraft wrote 
to Reinhardt Kleiner in 1921, concerning the 
inspiration and creation of the sequence, poem/prose 



"Nyarlathotep", that Lovecraft received in 1920. This is 
a fine example that Lovecraft' s creative writing process 
was far from ordinary or enjoyable by any means, in 
fact quite the contrary, it was something which clearly 
had a hold of him, 

"Nyarlathotep is a nightmare - an actual phantasm of 
my own, with the first paragraph written before I fully 
awaked I have been feeling execrably of late - whole 
weeks have passed without relief from headache and 
dizziness, and for a long time three hours was my 
utmost limit for continuous work ... added to my steady 
ills was an unaccustomed ocular trouble which 
prevented me from reading fine print - a curious 
tugging of nerves and muscles which rather startled me 
during the weeks it persisted Amidst this gloom came 
the nightmare of nightmares - the most realistic and 
horrible I have experienced since the age of ten -
whose stark hideousness and ghastly oppressiveness I 
could but feebly mirror in my written phantasy . . .  As I 
was drawn into the Abyss I emitted a resounding 
shriek . .. and the picture ceased I was in great pain -
forehead pounding and ears ringing - but I had only 
one automatic impulse - to write, and preserve the 
atmosphere of unparalleled fright; and before I knew it 
I had pulled on the light and was scribbling desper
ately. Of what I was writing I had very little idea, and 
after a time I desisted and bathed my head When fully 
awake I remembered all the incidents but had lost the 
exquisite thrill of fear - the actual sensation of the 
presence of the hideous unknown. Looking at what I 
had written I was astonished by its coherence. It com
prises the first paragraph of the enclosed manuscript, 
only three words have been changed. " 



Upon reading this passage, it is largely reminiscent of 
Samuel MacGregor Mathers' (A founding member of 
the Golden Dawn) account of his meeting with the 
' Secret Cheifs' of the Order of The Golden Dawn, 
which are reportedly dark non-human entities. He 
writes, 

"As to the 'Secret Cheifs ' of the Order, to whom I make 
reference and from whom I have received the wisdom of 
the Second Order, which I have communicated to you, I 
can tell you nothing. I know not even their earthly 
names, and I have rarely seen them in their physical 
bodies . ... My encounters with them have shown me how 
difficult it is for a mortal, however advanced, to support 
their presence ... .I do not mean that during my rare 
meetings with them I experienced the same feelings 
of intense physical depression that accompanies loss 
of magnetism, on the contrary, the sensation was that of 
being in contact with so terrible a force that I can only 
compare it to the continued effect of that which is 
usually experienced by any person close to whom a 
flash of lightning passes during a violent storm; 
coupled with a difficulty of respiration similar to the 
half strangling effect produced by ether. As tested I 
have been in occult work, I cannot conceive a much less 
advanced Initiate being able to support such strain, 
even for five minutes without death ensuing .... the 
nervous prostration after each meeting being terrible 
and accompanied by cold sweats and bleeding from the 
nose, mouth and ears. " �"Mathers' Personal Verbal 
Description " 

This work was not written to convince that the Old 
Ones exist. If one does not believe in these dark forces, 
one should not perform the magic in this text, as it will 



no doubt be useless. This text is for those who have 
been drawn forth themselves, for those who have 
wandered in the twilight shadow and known they were 
not alone. 

The purpose of this text, is to present a ceremonial 
system of Lovcraftian magic that is tangible and 
workable, in a theme that is suited for dealings with the 
Old Ones. Why would a pantheon of Old Ones care the 
slightest bit about humanity and what it is we wish to 
accomplish in our daily lives and magical workings? 
They care because they are not yet free, and need 
followers to help break the final chains that hold them 
so tightly fixed. It is prophesized by Lovecraft that man 
is the 'Key' to their freedom, for their minions cannot 
approach the Elder Signs that seal the Old Ones, 

" . . .  And there shall 'He' lie dream 'g forever, In His 
House at R 'lyeh, toward which at once all 'His' 
minions swam and strove against all manner of 
obstacles, and arrang 'd themselves to wait for 'His ' 
awaken 'g powerless to touch ye 'Elder Sign' and 
fearful of its great pow 'r know 'g that ye 'Cycle 
Returneth ', and 'He' returneth, and 'He' shall be freed 
to embrace ye Earth again and make of it 'His 
Kingdom' and defy ye 'Elder Gods' anew. And to 
'His brothers it happen 'd likewise, that they were tak'n 
by 'Those' whom 'They' defy'd and hurled into 
banishment, 'Him Who Is Not To Be Nam'd' be'g sent 
into Outermost space, beyond ye Stars, and with ye 
others likewise, until ye Earth was free of 'Them ', and 
'Those Who Come' in the shape of 'Towers Of Fire', 
return'd when 'They' had come, and were seen no 
more, and on all Earth then peace came and was 
unbrok'n while 'Their' minions gather'd and sought 



means and ways with which to free ye 'Old Ones', and 
waited while Man came to pry into secret, forbidd'n 
places and open ye Gate. " �  "HP. Lovecraft, 'Ibid', 
1928" 

Once initiation is completed through Nyarlathotep, you 
will be bound to these Old Ones, and each time you call 
them forth, they become stronger, becoming that much 
closer to freedom. One day when the stars are again 
'right' in the sky', they will again rule this planet with 
full reign, as they once did so long ago. If you have 
been vigilant and faithful to these Gods, perhaps they 
will spare you when they again rise . . .  

Perhaps not ... 

�s. Ben Qayin 

u ••• AND AT iTHEIR' COMING AGAIN NONE 

SHALL DISPUTE 'THEM' AND ALL SHALL BE 

SUBJECT TO iTHEM'. THOSE WHO KNOW OF 

'THE 'GATES' SHALL BE IMPELLED TO OPEN 

THE WAY FOR iTHEM' AND SHALL SERVE 

'THEM' AS 'THEY' DESIRE, BUT THOSE WHO 

OPEN THE WAY UNW/Tr/NGLY SHALL KNOW 

BUT A BRIEF WHILE THEREAFTER." 

- 'iH.P. LOVECRAFT, 'IBID', 1928" 





OUTLINE OF THE 

MAGICAL SYSTEM 

This system is comprised of traditional magical ele
ments that are found in most grimoires. There is the 
'Magical Circle', The 'Triangle Of Art' (Which here
after will be referred to as 'The Trinity of Triangles'), 
an 'Alter' etc. It is advised that one working this system 
should already be familiar with ceremonial magic and 
its various traditions and foundations. Also be aware 
that this series of workings can be dangerous both 
physically and psychologically, the entities that are to 
be called forth are among the most feared in Chaos 
Magic, and conventional magical laws are not always 
applicable to, or observed by, these beings. This is 
covered in the section, "banishings". 

Throughout the history of magic, blood has been used 
as a means to attract spirits and to be used as an energy 
source for them to materialize into visible appearance 
before the magician. Blood is used in these workings as 
an energy source for the Old Ones to be drawn to the 
Trinity Of Triangles so that interaction may occur, in 
whatever form it may take. Blood is the eternal energy 
and essence of all life. It is the most sacred and 
personal offering that one can make to the 'Gods'. 
There are many examples of the use of blood sacrifice 
in 'Yog�Sothothery', and is definitely a reoccurring 
theme when evocation of a said entity is to be called 
forth. Therefore staying true to Lovecraft's visions, it 
has been employed in this magical system. 



Though the Dark Gods are bound by the stars, as each 
night passes they grow in strength as the stars move 
closer to alignment, until the stars are ' right in the sky' 
and they again reign. And though they are bound, they 
have power here to manipulate and influence. The main 
purpose for the Magician to call the Old Ones forth is to 
imbue himself with their power and attributes. To 
commune with, and ingest 'Their' immeasurable 
strength and gnosis of the universe and all it's secrets -
To become as a God as the prophecy foretells ... 

"FOR THEN MANKIND WOULD BECOME 
AS THE GREAT OLD ONES; FREE AND WILD 

BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL ... " 
- H.P. LOVECRAFT, CALL OF CTHULHU 

Unlike a 'normal' evocation, where the magician's goal 
is to bring into full manifestation the spirit which they 
seek to commune with, the objective in this system is 
slightly different. Though its' purpose is also to bring 
the Old Ones forth, through and into the Trinity of 
Triangles by means of Y og�Sothoth & Nyarlathotep, 
the objective is to bring them forth to learn from. 
Though speech is used, it is the messages you will 
receive in "The Mirror Of Azathoth", "The Shining 
Trapezohedron" and the Crystal Ball that the messages 
of the Old Ones are conveyed. By bringing these 
entities forth you will begin to take on their attributes 
and strengths. As an example, when working with 
Cthulhu, you may have strange dreams and see 
forgotten realms that existed far beyond the beginning 
of our current known history. When working with Shub 
-Niggurath, the Not-To-Be-Named-One or the Lord Of 
The Woods you may feel a great need to go into the 



forest and draw in the energy of the Earth. This is 
especially powerful at night. The energy and essence of 
the Old Ones joins with the Magician causing him to 
take on and experience their different attributes. 

The Magician will primarily be working with 
Nyarlathotep, as he is The Messenger and Soul of the 
Old Ones, and able to freely pass between the Earth 
plane and the realm of In-Between where the Old Ones 
dwell. Nyarlathotep will be the one to evoke if you 
desire to change a situation in your life, work baneful 
rites against an enemy or increase your magical abilities 
all around. He is arguably the strongest and most active 
of the Earth plane Entities as he bares the collective 
soul of the Old Ones, therefore having one foot in each 
world. 

It is unlikely that you will visibly 'see' any tangible 
form of an Old One materialize, though not impossible. 
The reason for this is explained by Lovecraft, 

UTHE OLD ONES WERE, THE 

OLD ONES ARE, AND THE OLD ONES 

SHALL BE. NOT IN SPACES WE KNOW, 

BUT BETWEEN THEM, THEY 

WALK SERENE AND PRIMAL, 

UNDIMENSIONED AND TO US UNSEEN" 

� "H.P. Loevecraft, The Dunwich Horror " 



Although through close work with Nyarlathotep, the 
ability to behold them becomes much more tangible. 
The use of crystals and mirrors is also employed to 
assist the Magician in 'seeing' into 'The Spaces 
Between'. You will no doubt feel their incredible over
powering presence begin to fill your temple when being 
called forth to 'Be' before you. And when they are 
before you, you will have no doubt that the evocation 
has been successful, for you will tremble with the 
gnosis of their presence and infinite might. 



--
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REQUIRED RITUAL TOOLS 
What is being presented in this text is true 'Chaos 
Magic'. Lovecraft understood the principals of Chaos 
Magic, the loose borders of twilight in which the 
possible and impossible are on equal ground, only 
divided by 'one's' perception of what 'one' may allow 
to exist in 'one's' world of reality and understanding of 
where 'one' is in relation to 'one's' perception of 
existence. Lovecraft reflects this in his 1926 sequence, 
"The Silver Key"; 

" • • •  ALL LIFE IS ONLY A SET OF PICTURES IN 

THE BRAIN, AMONG WHICH THERE IS NO 

DIFFERENCE BETWIXT THOSE BORN OF REAL 

THINGS AND THOSE BORN OF INWARD 

DREAMING, AND NO CAUSE TO VALUE ONE 

ABOVE THE OTHER". 

Later in the same sequence, he reiterates this; 

11THERE ARE TWISTS OF TIME AND SPACE, OF 

VISION AND REALITY, WHICH ONLY A 

DREAMER CAN DIVINE ••• " 

As long as the simple foundation of ritual is followed, it 
will become a catalytic canvas upon which you will 
paint and create your own reality, using your own 
magical applications. What is offered here is its own 
complete magical system. However, being that it is 
Chaos Magic, the Magician should feel free to use their 
instinct and experiment with varying concepts within 
this magical construct ... growth and change must 
always occur. 



The following required items are powerful in their 
simplicity, no more is needed to call the Old Ones of 

The Night of Times forth ... but your Will and sacrifice. 

� Glass Alter: A small square metal table with a glass 
top of equal proportions measuring 2'ft X 2'ft. Glass 
has been chosen as a medium here because it is neither 
liquid nor solid - but ever changing and formless, thus 
representing Y og � Sothoth, the formless one. 

� The Mirror Of Azathoth: When choosing a mirror to 
be consecrated into 'The Mirror Of Azathoth', one 
should search for a glass that is of age, worn with time 
and visions. It can be broken, scratched and tarnished. 
Nothing 'new' is to be used. It should be of a larger 
size, being no smaller than 9"in. in diameter. 

� The Wand Of Nyarlathotep: The wand is the 
magicians most personal and important tool, it carries 
and directs his will and intention. Ebony is used in 
these workings, as it is a naturally occurring dark wood 
and connects well to the primal nature of the Old Ones. 

� The Goblet Of Shub-Nigurath: A large wooden 
goblet is to be used, one that is of dark wood as the 
wand, though the goblet can be composed of oak or 
other such dark woods. When using the goblet, only 
blood or red wines are to be its contents. 

� Two Candle Holders and Five Smaller Candle 
Holders: The two larger candle holders are positioned 
on opposing sides of the alter and should be no more 
than 12"in. high. The five smaller candle holders that 
are positioned in the 'Trinity OfTriangles' should only 
be low platforms for the candles to rest on. 



� Black Candles: As these are 'Dark Gods', no 
explanation should be necessary as to the color. Two 
12"in. candles are to be used on the alter with the 
two larger candle holders. Five 3"in. candles are to be 
used with the five positioned candle holders in the 
'Trinity Of Triangles'. 

� Crystal Ball & Ebony Stand: Scrying and the use of 
crystal balls and mirrors is a reoccurring theme in ' Yog � Sothothery' and is employed here. A crystal ball 
approximately 6"in. in diameter is used in 'The Trinity 
Of Triangles' to capture any images, symbols, sigils, 
etc. the Old Ones may send an answer to a question you 
may pose, or for possible visible manifestation. An 
Ebony stand approximately 12"in. high is to be used to 
elevate the crystal ball to just below the gaze of the 
magician (when kneeling behind the alter) for better 
viewing (a large ebony candle holder may be used). 

� Four Mirrors: Four mirrors are to be used in the 
main Triangle, this does not include the 'Mirror Of 
Azathoth'. One square mirror is for the ebony crystal 
ball stand to rest on, one circular for the sacrificial bowl 
to rest on and two circular for the incense holders to 
rest on. Mirrors are used for the same reason crystal 
balls are employed, as stated above. 

� Sacrificial Bowl: A new bowl approximately 6"in. in 
diameter is to be used as a vessel to hold the blood 
sacrifice. This bowl should not be used for any other 
reason outside of these workings. When not in use, it is 
to be wrapped in black silk. 



� Blood: Blood is used to draw the Old Ones forth into 
the temple using its raw energy. It is the show of self 
sacrifice and devotion. The amount of blood used is left 
up to the discretion of the Magician. Blood is only to be 
obtained from the Magician himself. If it is obtained 
from an animal or another person, it will be rendered 
ineffectual as it does not show personal self sacrifice 
and devotion. A large amount is not necessary to show 
this. 

� Trapezohedron: Large angled piece of obsidian or 
onyx used strictly in dealings with The Haunter Of The 
Dark. 

� Three Fist Sized Pieces Of Round Obsidian: These 
are to be used as a stand for The Mirror Of Azathoth to 
rest on when needed. 

�Kosher Salt: Kosher salt is used to draw the 'Magical 
Circle' and 'Trinity Of Triangles' on the ground or 
floor of the temple. Flour could be used, however extra 
protection is given by Kosher salt to help keep other 
interfering entities at bay. Being that the salt is blessed, 
it keeps out spirits and entities that are not of this 
magical system that are drawn to the ritual. The salt 
however has no effect upon the Old Ones either way, as 
they are far older than any Hebrew or Christian God 
and are outside the construct of that reality. Protection 
is not needed from the Old Ones once past initiation 
through Nyarlathotep, as you will be bound to them and 
are of more help than harm. 



- Incense: Each Old One has incense associated with 
them to be used in evocation. Incense is used to help 
the Magician tune to the specific energies of the 
particular Old One he wishes to work with. These are 
covered under the section "Incense". 

- Parchment Paper: Used to record the visions and 
sigils seen in the Mirror Of Azathoth, Trapezohedron, 
or Crystal Ball. 
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RITUAL OUTLINE 

& ExPLANATION 

"THE MERE READING OF A BOOK ON A 

SUBJECT OF THIS NATURE WITHOUT AN 

ATTEMPT TO PUT INTO PRACTICE THE 

PROCESSES DESCRIBED-STEP BY STEP- FROM 

THE VERY BEGINNING, IS FUTILE AND 

A MERE WASTE OF TIME." 

- FRATERACHAD- "CRYSTAL VISION 

THROUGH CRYSTAL GAZING", 1923. 

This system is one of solitary practice. The Old Ones 
are to be worked with alone. It is done this way so 
the Magician may completely feel the tremendous 
power and awe of the presence of an Old One, with no 
distraction or comfort of a companion. So that the terror 
may wash over the Magician and be fully embraced, so 
gnosis may begin through humility. What will be 
revealed to the Magician, only the Magician may 'see' 
and experience. 

According to tradition, most magical rituals are to be 
held outside under the stars, primal and free, usually in 
some form of stone circle. Of course, this is the chosen 
and preferred location for the Old Ones to come forth, 
but is not always practical or necessary. The Old Ones 
will be known wherever there is darkness, solitude and 
sacrifice. However the Magician must locate a secure 
location of solitude to perform the Consecration of 'The 
Wand Of Nyarlathotep' ,  'The Goblet Of Shub
Niggurath' and 'The Mirror Of Azathoth' .  



Your Temple should be a permanent room if possible, 
and should not be used for any activity outside of 
Magical use, study and meditation. It should be clean 
and the energy there should feel different than in any 
other part of the dwelling when entering. It should be a 
place of inspiration and transcendence, separated from 
average daily activities so the magical energy that is 
built up there, may stay there. 

The Magical Circle is to be drawn on the Temple floor 
using Kosher salt, 9'ft. in diameter. There should be an 
inner circle 3"in. inside the outer circle. Between the 
two circles a connecting wavy line is to be drawn, this 
line represents transcending the 'veil' of 'between the 
spaces' that exist between the Magician and the 'Old 
Ones' when interaction is achieved, this also adds a 
third circle of protection. In the . innermost circle a 
triangle is to be laid out so tha� �li'e<pentacle of the 
triangle is facing the Trinity of Tri\1�����

.. 

Three's are 
Key, as three is the representation toVA""..Q.g�"Gthoth. 
Y og�Sothoth is the inverted trian� \\ 

\ 

THE 



'The Trinity Of Triangles' is to become the vessel of 
Yog�Sothoth to possess, and 'become' the Gate. It is to 
be an equilateral inverted triangle, all three sides being 
the same 6'ft. in length. The main Triangle is to be 
drawn inverted so that one point touches the Magical 
Circle. Inside the main Triangle an interior area is to 
be drawn as shown to concentrate the energy when 
called forth. This area will house the crystal ball and its 
accessories, the sacrificial bowl, and the incense 
holders. On the points of the main Triangle three small 
black candles are placed to connect it through the 
element fire, (as Yog-Sothoth is associated with fire) 
and to concentrate the energy evoked. Two smaller 
triangles are to be drawn on either side of the main 
Triangle 1 'ft. from the side, each side of equal 
proportions being 1 'ft. in length. The two remaining 
small black candles are to be placed inside these. These 
two outer triangles complete 'The Trinity Of 
Triangles'. 

The Alter is to be placed so that the back edge rests just 
behind the innermost circle, Do Not Overlap It. This 
allows ample room for the Magician to Qperate 
comfortably without his back pressing uneasily against 
the protective boarders of the Circle. Upon the center of 
the alter rests the consecrated Mirror of Azathoth, on 
either side of the mirror lies the final two larger candle 
holders. The Wand Of Nyarlathotep is placed on the 
left, between the Mirror Of Azathoth and the candle 
holder, and the Goblet Of Shub-Niggurath is to be 
placed on the right, between the Mirror Of Azathoth 
and the candle holder. 



When all has been set in its rightful place, move to the 
Trinity Of Triangles, light the candles and incense. 
Move back behind the alter and light the two candles 
there. Take the Wand Of Nyarlathotep in your left 
hand, raise it high and call, 
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Once stated, kneel in a comfortable position behind the 
alter and close your eyes, meditate on the solar system, 
the placement of the planets, the Sun and Moon, their 
orbits and the way everything moves together. Now 
expand your vision, moving back to a larger field of 
view, seeing many more stars, galaxies and points of 
distant shining light. See how small our solar system is 
in the infinitely vast blackness that cradles it. Know 
that in that vast and barren desert of blackness, in that 
deathly cold silence, Dark Gods dwell, and hear your 
call. 

When you feel you are ready, and you have the 
attention of the 'Dark Forces' that surround you, recite 
the "Yog�Sothoth Evocation". Once Yog�Sothoth 
is present and in place, you will then call forth 
Nyarlathotep using his evocation to hear your requests 
and to know which Dark God you are attempting to 
contact. The Magician must recite the evocation at least 
three times, truly connecting the words with true 
emotional devotion. Once done, Nyarlathotep (if 
pleased) will relay your call to the Dark God and guide 
it back to your temple where you may make your 
request and interact through the use of either the crystal 
ball or The Mirror Of Azathoth. 

Once you feel the Dark God has heard and understood 
your request, you will need to thank and ask it to depart 
when it is ready using the 'Closing Departure' Never 
are you to use a harsh banishing rite to expel the God, 
least the wrath of them all befall you. Respect is always 
observed when in session with the Old Ones. 







RITUAL TIMES TO 

BE OBSERVED 

Ritual workings should only be preformed under the 
cover of night. The ' Spaces Between' are not so distant 
then, making contact with the Dark Gods much more 
possible. Also, moon phase is to be observed. The first 
three nights of the waxing crescent moon are the most 
powerful nights to call the Old Ones forth, as the 
'Angles Of Light' are in alignment. As the moon 
increases with power, so shall your workings you have 
put into action. Though of course this cannot and does 
not apply to the following sacred days of old, unless it 
simply correlates as such. In which case, the ritual will 
be much more potent then usual. Such rare events 
should be utilized for important life changing contact. 

The following is ·a list of sacred days to be observed. 
Formal ritual should be employed to give homage to the 
Old Ones. 

(MBOLC - FEBRUARY 12TH ACCORDING TO 
ANCIENT TRADITION 

MAY .. Ev£ OR WALPURGISNACHT - SABBAT, 
APRIL 30TH 

GOOD FRIDAY- IN APRIL HOWEVER THE DAY 
CHANGES EACH YEAR 

SAMHAIIN - SABBAT, OCTOBER 31ST 



The Sabbats' should be celebrated outside under the 
stars in a circle of white stones. These particular rituals 
you should make your own from previous experiences 
you have gained in ritual. The reason for this is to 
honor the Old Ones 'personally' using your energy and 
expression, in your own way. Something grand is 
proposed. 
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YOG-SOTHOTH EVOCATION 

Y og�Sothoth is a trans-dimensional being that is the 
gateway between all dimensions and times that the Old 
Ones must pass through to enter the Earth plane. 
Nothing passes between dimensions without 
Y og�Sothoth being aware of it. Though seemingly only 
a living tool, that is not the case. Y og�Sothoth is very 
aware and has a free will of its own. 

Y og�Sothoth is unique in that it is an Old One, though 
unaffected by the alignment of the stars that keep the 
other Old Ones locked away. Nyarlathotep is the only 
other Old One that shares in this liberty. The Earth 
plane entities such as The Haunter Of The Dark and 
The Lord Of The Woods are not truly Old Ones but 
rather their familiars/servitors and so are unaffected as 
well by the stars. 

In this text, Y og�Sothoth will only be worked with as a 
gateway, as this is the main 'Key' grimoire and such 
fundamentals must be put into place before more 
advanced thought and practice may occur. Each Old 
One and their servitors will have their own grimoires 
for advanced in-depth workings. 
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Meditate, feeling Yog�Sothoth's dark presence fill the 
Temple. Once you feel the Temple become 'heavy' 
with Yog�Sothoth's essence, call, 
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Take a moment to feel the energy within the Trinity Of 

Triangles, see the energy as white fire racing along the 

created lines forming a portal through which you will 

call the Old Ones forth. Know that the energy you are 

experiencing is Y og�Sothoth . . .  now you are ready to 

call forth 'The Messenger', Nyarlathotep, to guide you 

further. 
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NYARLATHOTEP 
INITIATION CEREMONY 

Initiation into this dark tradition will bring with it the 
feeling of unmatched completion, if you are truly meant 
to work this craft. The Magician, after seeking for so 
long, will finally know the peace that he has restlessly 
sought out, for he will have found the magical tradition 
that will place him in his rightful awaiting position 
as an extension of the immense power of the Old 
Ones themselves. Though to know the Old Ones, the 
Magician must first 'know' Nyarlathotep. 

11 • • •  THOSE WHO KNEW NYARLA THOTEP 

LOOKED ON SIGHTS WHICH OTHERS SAW 

NOT. " - "H.P. LOVECRAFT, NYARLA THOTEP, 

1920' 
A Dark God himself, but also more, for he embodies all 
of the Dark Gods as He is Their Soul. He is the 'Key' 
to the 'Gate' which is Yog�Sothoth. Unlike the 
other Dark Gods, he spends much of his time actively 
influencing the world of man in many ways, be it 
'benevolent' or 'baneful', depending on one's 
perspective. Nyarlathotep is the Lord Of Magicians, 
The Crawling Chaos, The Last To Tell The Audient 
Void . . .  

To have the Dark Gods hear your requests and make 
their presence known, Nyarlathotep must be the one to 
present them. The 'Others' are far removed from 
our voices, lost in Their realm of thought and dream, 
awaiting patiently for the stars to once again become 
'right in the sky'. 



Once you have evoked Nyarlathotep, and he is present, 
use the evocation of whichever God you have chosen. 
Upon hearing this call recited, Nyarlathotep will then 
deliver your evocation. If successful, the Dark God will 
be summoned into your temple and you will be graced 
with its terrifying astral presence. 

On the first night of the waxing moon, go to a desolate 
place as far away from human activity as possible. 
Make sure you will not be disturbed, once this process 
has begun, to disrupt it would be dangerous to both you 
and whomever may be disturbing you. Take the Kosher 
salt and create the magical circle that has been 
described previously, though the Trinity Of Triangles 
need not be laid out. Place four black candles upon the 
four quarters of the circle, between the two circles. 
Remove any clothing above the waist so that nothing 
remains between you and the essence of the night. 
Stand facing the crescent moon, arms raised to the 
night sky, and call; 
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(Make one horizontal cut across the middle of your left 
arm between your shoulder and elbow) 

!/ 
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Sit 'i"J �e 11b'Pele 'With-�� fou7 can�es still bm�fng-at the 
quadrants and contemplate the force with which you 
have now begun to commune with until the candles 
have burnt out. Nyarlathotep will be your personal 
guide and voice in the Dark Realms that the Gods 
reside in. He is to be respected, and also to be feared. 



This completes the first night of initiation. Upon the 
following night the same sequence of rites are to be 
preformed just as above, though the second cut upon 
your left arm must be below the first by about 1 "in. The 
third night of initiation is also begun the same, however 
the evocation is altered and extended, as will be 
described. Once the circle is laid out upon the Earth for 
the third and final time and the candles are lit, call, 
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(Make one horizontal cut across the top of your left arm 
about l"in. above the middle cut.) 
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Close your eyes and hear the sounds of the night, feel 
the changed air around you. Feel the presence of 
Nyarlathotep approaching like cool smoke twisting 
'His' way around you, as a snake entangles its prey. 
Know that at this time you will be tested on whether 
this is your true path or not. If terror controls you, and 
you use the banishing sign and flee, you will forever be 
an enemy of the Dark Gods and perhaps one day know 
their wrath, forever being marked and reminded of your 
failure. However, if you control terror, then you will 
'know' when Nyarlathotep has accepted you as His 
Dark Magician. When you 'feel' Nyarlathotep as 
smoke wrapped around and through you, breathe him in 
deep. Envelope his essence, drink in his darkness and 
strength. Once you are one with him, and he with you, 
feeling his power run course through your veins as 
searing fire, call, 
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1'SE� 
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AND W/L BE AGAIN, 
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0 
Sit in the center o��cal Circle feeling the 
change flow through you. Remain in meditation until 
the candles have burnt out. You are now initiated and 
ready to consecrate your ritual tools. Your path has now 
been revealed, the Gates have been flung open wide . . .  
tread wisely. 
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CONSECRATION OF 

'THE WAND OF NYARLATHOTEP' 

These three tools and rituals are representative of The 

Beginning � The Becoming � and The Eternal. Steps 

one must traverse in this system to obtain full mastery. 

'The Mirror Of Azathoth' is what allows the Magician 

to 'see' the power and mystery of the Old Ones. The 

Goblet of Shu�Niggurath is used to empower those 

mysteries once they have been seen, then the Magician 

may 'take within him' the strength of those mysteries. 

The Wand of Nyarlathotep is used to 'direct those 

strengths and energies from within the Magician, to the 

outside world', causing his desired end. Consecration of 

the three Magical tools will take three moon cycles to 

complete, one respectively for each. 

The Wand Of Nyarlathotep is to become the Magicians 

greatest tool in all magical dealings. It is an extension 

of the Magician himself and considered the magicians 

most personal and important tool, as it carries and 

directs his will and intention through the 'Spaces 

Between' and into the realm of the Old Ones. 

On the first night of the waxing crescent moon, when 

the night is settled, go to a desolate place outside where 

you will not be disturbed, and the sky is seen clearly 

with no obstructions. Create the Magic Circle (as 

directed hereafter) and place the ebony wand on a large 

clean white stone facing North in the center of the 



circle, letting it absorb the moons essence and starlight 
as it shines down. Trace a line ofblood from the base of 
the wand to its point using blood from your left arm. 
Stand behind the stone with the wand pointed away 
from you, arms raised to the night sky and call, 



This is to be repeated for the remaining two nights of 
the waxing crescent moon. The wand is to be left out to 
absorb the night's essence, but retrieved before sunrise. 
No sunlight is to ever fall upon the wand, least it be 
made unusable, in which case it must be re-consecrated. 
The wand is to be wrapped in black silk when not in 
use. Once the wand has been consecrated, it is ready to 
be used in ritual and can be employed in a variety of 
ways connected to the dark arts, including divination 
and forms of Necromancy. 



CONSECRATION OF 

'THE GOBLET OF 

SHU&NIGGURATH' 

The Goblet Of Shub�Niggurath serves as the vessel for 

absorbing the power and mysteries of this system. It is 
used to mark the end of a rite, to honor a God, or to fill 

oneself with the essence of the Old Ones. The goblet is 

to be of dark wood such as Ebony or Oak and stand at 

least 9"in. tall. It should be preferably gnarled and 

rough. When one drinks from it, it should feel as 

though one were drinking from the veins of the Earth 
itself. Blood and wine are strictly to be used with the 

goblet, allowing none other but the blood of Earth and 

Man to fill it. 

On the first night of the waxing crescent moon, when 

the night is settled, go to a desolate place outside where 

you will not be disturbed, and the sky is seen clearly 

with no obstructions. Create the Magic Circle and place 

the goblet on the same large white stone you used for 

the consecration of The Wand Of Nyarlathotep. Stand 

behind the goblet facing west, and with your left hand, 

raise The Wand Of Nyarlathotep high and call, 



'fv ,NIGHT" 

.,�?f ..rv�T' 1�iv �9v�� 



The ceremony is to be repeated for the remaining two 
nights of the waxing crescent moon. The goblet is to 
be left out to absorb the night's essence, but retrieved 
before sunrise. No sunlight is to ever fall upon the 
goblet, least it be made unusable, in which case it 
must be re-consecrated. The goblet is to be wrapped in 
black silk when not in use. Once the goblet has been 
consecrated, it is ready to be used in ritual and can be 
employed in a variety of ways connected to the dark 
arts, including divination and forms ofNecromancy. 



CONSECRATION OF 

'THE MIRROR OF AZATHOTH' 

The Mirror Of Azathoth is to serve as a visual and 

physical window through which the Magician may 

interact with the forces of the Old Ones and their realm. 

In ritual, the boundaries between 'our' plane and 

'theirs' is blurred. The mirror aids as an 'open window' 

to receive gnosis, and to gain access to the realm of 

these Dark Gods. When choosing a mirror to be 

consecrated into 'The Mirror Of Azathoth', one should 

search for a glass that is of age, worn with time and 

visions. It should be broken, scratched and tarnished if 

possible. Nothing 'new' is to be used. It should be of 

a larger size, being no smaller than 9"in. in diameter. 

On the first night of the waxing crescent moon, when 

the night is settled, go to a desolate place outside where 

you will not be disturbed and the sky is seen clearly 

with no obstructions. Place the mirror so that it rests 

evenly upon three Obsidian stones facing skyward so it 

absorbs the nights essence. Place three quarter sized 

drops of (Magician's) blood taken from the left arm, 

upon the mirror in even separate round points, forming 

an unconnected inverted triangle with one of the points 

closest you. Make sure they are far enough apart to 

have a decent sized viewing field in the triangle. Take 

the consecrated Wand Of Nyarlathotep in your left 

hand, holding it over the mirror, and call, 



"AZA TEiciTH !:. 
LORD OF ALL DISJO�NTED 
CHAOS THAT SPIRALS �- -, 
WITHOUT TIME' THROUGH 

-1' :I ENDCESS NIGHTS OF =# I .,J� fo4 NO.!!j EXISTENCE, . 
41/{!j AZATHOTH! SWIRLING 

� - DAEMON OF THE 
ULTIMATE VOID 

TI-IATGNAWS 
i _,ETERNAL, AZATHOTH! A--t' 
.,iCOME FORTI;/ �ND INFUSE 
'T!fiS GLASS WITH YOUR· 

PR'ESENCE AND POWSR, 
INFU�/t" IT WI'rH YOUR 

MADDENING DELIRIUM�, 
LET IT SEE TH£ Ulj{V£R�E 

AND ITS- SECRETS-65 YOU see 
THEM, 

'A/yD SO I MAY SEE, 
SEE INTO THE MYSTERIES 

Z�t OF THE N!,t;iHT Or TIME;S, rl"IJ • IT • AZATHOTff ! 
r. G f �� .. � ...... IVE"THIS, 

YOUmHbLY REL�C, SI�ATP' 
t4!f�'�W tJ� VN�o-t'J -i''lt 

_,( fV'J( 0 � tJ-1' 1�t -i''�'f 



Take the Goblet Of Shub-Niggurath cradled in both 
hands, raise it high in honor of the Dark God, and drink 
deep closing the rite. 

This is to be repeated for the remaining two nights of 
the waxing crescent moon. The mirror is to be left out 
to absorb the night's essence, but retrieved before 
sunrise. No sunlight is to ever fall upon the surface of 
the mirror, least it be made unusable. The mirror is to 
be wrapped in black silk when not in use. Once the 
mirror has been consecrated it is ready to be used in 
ritual and can be employed in a variety of ways 
connected to the dark arts including divination and 
Necromancy. 





EVOCATION OF 

NYARLATHOTEP 

NYARLA THOTEP, 

/OF\1� THE BLACK MAN • • •  lq#J tj 
NYARLA THOTEP, �t!J 

THE ALL KNOWING. . .  � 'J 
I 

!14 'i!/-11 FtJc,!1t� 
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EVOCATION OF 

THE HAUNTER OF THE DARK 

The Haunter Of The Dark is a servitor of Nyarlathotep, 

as Nyarlathotep is the servitor of the Old Ones. Though 
not quite as powerful as Nyarlathotep, The Haunter 

none the less has great strength in teaching the Black 
Arts to those who dare call him forth. The Haunter Of 

The Dark, is in essence, Nyarlathotep's shadow. Not to 

imply that they are one and the same, they most 

definitely are not. The Haunter is very cold and has 
no love of amusement when dealt with, while 

Nyarlathotep' s disposition can have as many sides as he 

does form. The Haunter brings great terror, but with it, 

great gnosis. 

When calling The Haunter extreme caution must be 

employed. The Haunter is pure organized chaos and 

difficult to keep counsel with for over an hour 

without sheer disaster occurring both on the spiritual 

and physical planes of your life in ways one would 

never expect. In essence, dealings with The Haunter are 

a bit like walking on eggshells, as The Haunter has 

been known to tum on the Magician if kept to long or 
disrespected. Obsession and sleepwalking have also 

been known to occur, as well as visions of ultimate 

chaos and the tendency for The Haunter to bestow 

hideous nightmares upon the Magician. This occurs 

after one has made contact with The Haunter, as a 

strong connection and bond is made after ritual, and 

made even stronger through dream work. 



Approach the Haunter calmly with head bowed, eyes to 
the ground. No direct eye contact is. to be made if The 
Haunter takes form. If The Haunter does take a form, 
generally it is of thick black smoke or fog. However 
some semblance of a physical form has been observed 
as a large cougar/griffm like gargoyle with great 
spreading black wings. 

Often just before The Haunter manifests, a strong 
smell of sulfur is apparent and the air trembles with a 
vibration of beating wings. With it, sounds of bumping 
and scraping are heard along with what sounds like 
shattering glass, but these sounds cannot be followed to 
one spot, they seem to echo and surround the magician. 

Prepare your Temple as you would normally, create 
your Magical circle and Trinity of Triangles. However 
when working with The Haunter unlike other Old Ones 
or their servitors, only one small black candle is to be 
used, it is to be placed behind the Magician so that as 
little light is used as possible and not directly shining 
on the Trinity of Triangles. The reason for this is of 
course due to the fact that The Haunter cannot bare 
light of any kind, so this reduces that factor. There is no 
need to evoke Y og-Sothoth when working with The 
Haunter, as Y og-Sothoth is primarily only called when 
working with the Dark Gods themselves and not their 
servitors (if applicable), as they are bound to the earth 
plane. Place the Shining Trapezohedron on its stand on 
the central mirror in the Trinity of Triangles, replacing 
the crystal ball. The Haunter knows many secrets, but 
demands monstrous sacrifices in return. Use your own 
discretion. 



When all is ready, meditate on The Haunter, what you 
know of it, and what you are to ask it. Feel its eternal 
age and anger. When ready, The Haunter is summoned 
by gazing deep within the Shining Trapezohedron, as if 
you are looking through a window. It will feel your 
eyes upon it and immediately start to move closer to 
you through the planes. When you feel this begin to 
happen, draw The Haunter out of the Trapezohedron, 
call, 



TOMBS OF FORGOT(EJI A.f3ES, 
THE ONE THA PSTALKS 

� �''4 
"f-J\..:1'; - -

!OtJc,�'' �t:J'�!Ot/t:t,t ,, tj� 



When finished with the rite, use the Closing Departure 
and send The Haunter back through the portal by 
lighting three white candles around The Shining 
Trapezohedron. The Haunter will return to the black 
gulfs of chaos from which it came, as it cannot 
bare light of any kind. Once returned to its place of 
dwelling, it will venture out amongst the world to fulfill 
its task given until needed and called again. 



EVOCATION OF CTHULHU 

Cthulhu is the master of dreams and mind control. If the 
magician is seeking counsel in the form of dreams or 
visions, or if one is seeking to look deep within to solve 
a personal inquiry, Cthulhu is to be evoked. Cthulhu 
seeks out the underlying force or root that drives events 
to occur and presents them to the magician, often in 
strange visions or images either through dreams or 
through the Mirror Of Azathoth and or, the crystal ball. 

�'GREA CTHULHU ! 
f. LoRD OF DRE�MS, 

- � MASTER OFILLUS/0/Y, 
"i I CALL YOU FORTH � ' f/ ,.,{ FROM YOUR ,......_..� 

WATERY MAUSOLEUM, 
I CALL YOU FROM YOUR 

i/• DOWNWA� DW!£LLJ rG_ tL � 
THAT LIES IN Ll V 

� FORGO"Ji':T:EN ReALMS, • 

Tr'HE DREAM HOUS 

..t'� V� OF SLEEP! 
•!J CTHUL.HU ! 

D \ '� '1 -

�..t' �(- 'f7 
�� 

. . ' �'f . .  
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EVOCATION OF 
SHU&NIGGURATH 

Shub-Niggurath is a Dark Goddess of the Woods or, 
Black Mother of the Earth and possibly associated with 
Hecate. She is known to bestow familiar like entities 
that are of her 'Thousand Young'. She is evoked to help 
one see their present circumstances and the different 
possible 'paths' that are at hand. She cannot advise the 
Magician on which course to take, only show him the 
possible routes. Based on this, the Magician must 
choose wisely how he wishes to proceed in life, or 
how to appropriately deal with the endeavor that is in 
question. She is known to appear as a dark bluish 
purple iridescent smoke or fog. Call, 

11DARK MOTHE8 OF�f!J '" 

ny1s 'ED FORES� 
GODDESS OF BLA CKENED E�R� , 

.. • 
eoME FOR 'FI FROM YOUR 
RIDDLeiJii=MANs THA T ' 

., D B  7y, TH r£' 

vl FEET QF Tf;l IGNQ 'AN� I'J/0 
COME FORTH FROM YOUR r.��:t � �il RiDl:JLED CA VERNS 1'HA .fJ"" LIE \ 

CEJfLEI!J BENEA THE.FEET 
OF 

' 



BY.$,MA4 PRESPNGE� 
C -��_..!. � ��, r� afA-r

·

'l£ ... -� :; OME"JJV 'ME LJ.R.RK- I�J-VTHER£AND 
EMBRACE YOU8 FAITI;IFUL CHILD, 

BESTOW UPON .ME THE VISIONS 
OF PRE-+IU/tfAN VAUL TS THA T : 

HOLD THE W,ISDOM O!J BORfED �:� 
· -- - . -EPOCHS, 

SHuEI#tl/t/.lfJJRA TH! 
< 
� TJ-1£ GOA T1WITH A '-, 

7"; r--�T-J!IOlJSAND�YOUNG! �{ 
COME FO�TH Af(/D1 BLESS ME, WITH 

') YOUR DARKEND TOUCH, 
lJ.I!.!t'K OF THEJ!!LOOD THATL;IES 

�r;� f. .t A T.YOUR FEET, f. iJ ;,.� t� 
r71J .(tc... � ,.� ., � �  �. ·· - l.Y" .( r tor'\ 'J 
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,..., =1'1. 
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'B 
ylt SHGB NtGGURA THJ tj::l • 

BE'ACK MOTHER OF TH EARTHl 
I CAL.L YOU FORTH INTO THIS 

TEMPLE! 
.:J'� IA ! 'SHUB-N!GGURA 'HI ,, 

lA ! SHUB· 1GGURA TH! 
!f .,{ lA ! SHUI;J·NlGGUR TH! ?(;A 

t1 U/� l'O'�:rl�''" 



EVOCATION OF THE 
NOT TO BE NAMED ONE 

There is little known of this Old One. He seems to be 
the male counterpart of Shub-Niggurath, or perhaps an 
elder of some sort. He is extremely ancient, perhaps 
older than most other Old Ones, and seems to have 
taken to silence and solitude, though ever wat�hing. 
There is speculation that Shub-Niggurath does not act 
unless the Not-To-Be-Named-One warrants it so. If in 
great need of Shub-Niggurath's assistance, petitioning 
this God first may be advisable. No known form is 
recorded. Call, 

0 G�£ T WA TCfiER OF A-t' 
iJ lMMEASUR,tJ,BLE TIME, 
_,: SILE/t{T ELDE� IN THE , ,, 
'/1. GULFS OF NIGHTMARE, \ 'I 

0t I c LL TO .YOU ..  , ' 
COJfE: FORTH UNTO THIS DARK 

TEMPLE AND BLESS ME WITH � 
-" YOUR UNH LY GRACE, -

GREA T OI:.D ONE FRO� 
• DIMENSIONAL.!. 1NFINITY! 

I CALL YOU NOW TO ASSIST ME 

0 IN THIS WORKING! 
I CALL YOU FROM THE NIGHT OF 
i/ EARTH TO BRING ME THA T 

WHICH I DESIRE! 
-

?IU� I 0 U/?1 



BRING WITH YOU rHE PRIMAL 
WOND£Rs OF THE Z '( VLfTJM� 'TE VOID, 

' I  Sq!NG THE ESSENCE OP 
�ORGOTiEN LORE THA T LIES IPIJWdP'�»F S��W. i .,; 77--; 'F..:. ?'7; ., • 

GREA '];AND .J!Nt::IE/t!Z DNE, I .J.t qffl � _... �'-'fT IT LORD'f?JF' ARCRA.1(C .::lTfLl.NESS, 
' / C�L(. fO,CJ.FORTif ! . � -

' 

COM,E INTO THIS DAftK TEMPLE AJVD 
PARrAKE OF YOUR SA CRIFICE, 

ABSORB MY ESSENCE AND 
BEC9ME STRONG! 

D£VOUR .Jft/ HALF LIT REFLECTIONS C,Z� 
' ENDL.ESS NIGHT', , /i� 
�, 't t-":'ir A'Nl!!f$_7i�· - . NE 'F:Pl!>M � 1"'7 flf .. : .. /i'/� C1;: fV 'if.• • ,,...,,• y.. -�I 

- Ac .. .'ROS�·.:fl:£�13YSS. 
I CALL YOU FORTH INTO THIS TEMPLE! !ft:j 4Nor .. To-BE-jVAMEJX?f't'E! . 

�.":"t"!Jbv.L CALL You! ,,:I•!J�'... \.:.1 v''l7tt. ,, • ., ''lr;,;ro 
�N'f 

�� v� �� '�v,t -�1/,t 



EVOCATION OF THE 

LORD OF THE WOODS 

The Lord of The Woods is an Earth plane entity possi
bly associated with Pan. He is the servitor of Shub
Niggurath and thus unaffected by the alignment of the 
stars harmful rays. He is more tangible than either Shub 
-Niggurath or the Not-To-Be-Named-One and is to be 
evoked when you need reality nudged in your favor in 
order for a specific path to be opened that may not have 
been accessible otherwise. This entity however can be 
mischievous so make your petition as exact as possible 
or your situation may become worse than when begun. 
Call, 

� � 
'ETWEEN, 

I SUMMON,Y,eu. - , ::, 7 
BRING FORTH YOUR MIGHT AND 

WISDOM FROM BEYOND 

YOl:IR INNER SHADOW, 7.. 
'fr?IIO � '1 ��;,; 

!;'itJIO _,�4! tJ� IDF\'� f'�!l� 
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COME E':(!�T'H INTO �Qflflf 
TEMPLE AND HEAR JYIY CALL! 

LORD OF THE WOODS! ' .  '- .' �] " - _ - -, · . ' \. �� . .. .' I·SUMMON.YOU FORTH FROM 
YOUR DARKENED DWELLING, 

-'! COME UN�ME AND'GR:A�f � /-··"'(;;' ' • ; _,. < •• , 'y; '-', . • • ·,o,J "'J ' •.c 
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MOVE THIS WORLD AS I !!(if!{! 
OPEN TH'folfl{!f/l:�!JI}?lf/Y PATHS! 
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EVOCATION OF AZATHOTH 

Azathoth, the great center of all chaos. The forever 

gnawing ravenous Daemon King. He rests on a great 

black throne conceptualizing that which cannot be 

understood. Beyond dimension, comprehension or 

light, he is that which is not, yet exists. Matter 

and anti-matter eternally battling, ever changing, 

co-existing in ultimate strife and struggle never to be at 

peace. Incessant maddening piping is perceived at the 

throne of Azathoth, keeping no measure of time to its 

wandering song. Azathoth may be evoked when all else 

has failed. When the Gods have not heeded your call, 
when nothing is left, that is when the Great Blind 

Sultan is called. What you will experience will be 

unique and not easily described or put to words if 
Azathoth communicates with you. Many cannot 

mentally maintain the contact and cease the ritual. The 

images that are shown in the ' Mirror Of Azathoth' can 

be nonsensical and chaos laden, causing one to lose 

logical thought for a brief period of time and even in 
extreme cases consciousness. Great Caution Is Advised. 

Call, 



$) 





CLOSING DEPARTURE 

YOI!IR:PASSAGE IJNTO 1:1:1/S 

WORLD ANI) PLANE, � 
YOUR P/(l(lilf!IIJICE HAS 

1� B 'EN ONOR, tj� 
AN� I AM HUM.BLED. 

DEPART B.4CK TO "HE END� 
..._,� LESS YOJD BeFORE � t!J 
., rJ NOTHINGNESS, \ rJ 

RETUR TO YOt:J, HOME BE� 
YOI<iD�':PifilsifAwlf£� SKY, 

'REMEMB�R Y ��-��7t/ . . . A\ rp1 
:J'ff � MY WQRD rJ'#I� 

Go YqJi!!rjWAY. . .  " 
v'frf?.J''fv ':n ��vf . .  

tjt:Jil ;ry F�� 
G� 1�tv Ft;; 





ON CONSECRATIONS 

Beyond the consecration of "The Wand of Nyarlatho

tep", "The Mirror of Azathoth" and "The Goblet of 

Shub�Niggurath", there are other personal items which 

you may wish to consecrate and imbue with the powers 

of the Dark Gods and their attributes. Depending on the 

item, select a God which aligns with the purpose of 

your goal and qualities of the Talisman or item to be 

consecrated. 

Begin your work on the first night of the waxing moon, 

the first night of the crescent. Take your item, "The 

Mirror of Azathoth", "The Wand of Nyarlathotep" and 

"The Goblet of Shub-Niggurath" to your usual desolate 

place of practice far from men. Lay out the Magical 

Circle and Trinity of Triangles and place three red 

candles on the points of the Triangle and four black 

candles on the four quarters of the circle. 

Inside the center of the Trinity of Triangles, place "The 

Mirror of Azathoth" face up upon three obsidian rock 

pieces. Place the talisman on the mirror so that it rests 

in the center of the three blood circles 

Evoke Y og�Sothoth to be the Gate as the Trinity Of 

Triangles, followed by the evocation of Nyarlathotep. 

Once Nyarlathotep has answered your call, use the 

specific Gods evocation you wish to bring forth. Once 

finished, petition Nyarlathotep to bring your evocation 

to the Dark God of your choice, as stated before. Once 



the God is present, go down upon your knees, (face 
and palms flat against the ground) and give your 
appreciation and gratitude that it has answered your 
request. Still upon your knees, sit upright and ask that 
God to strengthen and imbue the talisman with its 
essence and strength, protection, guidance, etc. Call, 

Otr-D PNE THA TLIES J3EYONP 
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DWELLIJ!#op.J/ilft UNKNOWN �� i>AHKENED SPAces: ' 
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Once you hav?-fnisJ'/if;M, dfsW�al as 
usual. Leave the talisman in its place until the candles 
have burnt out and immediately wrap it in black silk or 
cloth . Repeat this ceremony the remaining two nights of 
the waxing crescent moon, and upon completion, the 
talisman will be charged and potent . Use it only on 
yourself or one you specified in the rite, else, it will be 
ineffectual and at worse, dangerous or deadly. Of 
course if one were using this rite for bane, that would 
be the desired effect. 





INCENSE 

Incense is a key ingredient in magical workings, 
and has been employed since time immemorial in 
connection with sorcery. It is used for many reasons, 
from helping a spirit materialize by giving it substance 
to form, to attracting and appeasing the spirit or God 
the magician wished to evoke. It also aides in preparing 
the magicians mind set, and thus his energy. Each scent 
being associated with a different spirit or God 
helps center and focus the magicians will. Each of the 
following Gods have their own incense that should be 
burnt when in ritual. Those listed should be explored 
and experimented with to find a suitable mixture. 

Y og�Sothoth: Dragons Blood, Wormwood, Lavender. 

Nyarlathotep: Frankincense, Blood, Sage, Cinnamon, 

Sandalwood. 

Nyarlathotep: Frankincense, Blood, Sage, Cinnamon, 

Sandalwood. 

Cthulhu: Cedar, Willow Bark, Water Lilly, Dried 

Seaweed. 

Shub�Niggurath: Pine Resin, Myrrh, Cedar, Redwood, 

Patchouli, Musk, Red Rose. 



Not To Be Named One: Pine Resin, Myrrh, Cedar, 
Redwood, Patchouli, Musk, Red Rose. 

Lord Of The Woods: Pine Resin, Myrrh, Cedar, 
Redwood, Patchouli, Musk, Red Rose. 

Azathoth: Frankincense, Blood, Myrrh, Cedar, Cinna
mon, Dragons Blood, Basil, Redwood. 



BANISHINGS 

As stated in the section "Ritual Outline & Explanation" 
a harsh banishing ritual is never to be used against 
the Old Ones least you offend them, which no doubt 
you would, and they unleash their wrath upon you in 
whatever form it may take, as the banishing will have 
no effect. Nyarlathotep is their servitor and soul, and 
can cause you much suffering both on this plane and 
others if it is their will. 

However, there is a symbol that they or their servitors 
cannot approach if employed. It is known as "The Seal 
Of The Invisible Old Ones", and for unknown reasons 
lost in time, they fear it greatly. The Seal can be used in 
various ways from being engraved upon a talisman one 
would wear to keep the Dark Forces at bay, to being 
traced upon the ground within a magical circle to clear 
an area of working if one is at first hesitant when using 
this tradition, or if one chooses to clear their Temple of 
Old One energy. The Dark Gods and Cthonic Spirits 
will keep their distance, as they cannot approach. 
Though you are still able to work with them from afar, 
your results will vary as it is far more effective to be 
one with the dark currents of energy and form that 
surround and move through the Sorcerer without 
restriction or offense. However as stated, this method 
can be beneficial when first embracing this tradition 
to get a feel for the entities and energies you will be 
working with under 'safe' conditions. The symbol 
greatly resembles a skeleton of a dead leaf or tree 
branch that has three arms on the left half and two on 
the right, simple, yet devastatingly effective. 







FINAL WORDS 

What has drawn, and continues to draw me to Lovecraft 
and his unearthly visions, is his dreaded forbidden 
book, The Necronomicon. The system of magic and 
realms it promises, exist outside of the Judea/Christian 
structure. It is something truly alien, and thus, truly 
exciting. Though through all of its gloom and 
ni-ghtmare, there is a strong sense of freedom. There lies 
no impending doom of the soul that requires it to go to 
either Heaven or to Hell, it forces one to look beyond 
such simple constructs and truly contemplate the 
universe and God on a much larger scale. Without the 
prejudice of mans word and limited sight. 

I did not create these wonderfully dark realities; I only 
put together the cyclopean pieces of a nightmare 
dimension that one man brought unwillingly forth into 
this reality. He did not believe in magic, he did not 
condone in the practice of magic and spoke against any 
belief or religious system, dismissing them as illusion. 
He was a materialist. That is why he is to be believed. 
He fought against himself and his own beliefs and tried 
to justify his visions as simply recurring nightmares, 
though I suspect somewhere deep down within he knew 
the difference and truth. But even if he did, if he 
proclaimed these transmissions as real communication 
with Extra-Dimensional Gods, he would appear as 
though he were mad, and not as a talented writer, which 
was of course in his best interest to appear as. I don't 
believe that Lovecraft created these entities, be they 
Gods or ancient alien beings from the farthest reaches 



of space and dimension. I believe he was an unwilling 
medium that these entities chose to deliver their idea of 
existence into ours through. 

And it worked . . .  
Nearly one hundred years ago they came forth, and here 
we are, still carrying on their myth, still telling their 
story. Through theatre, art, literature and film, their 
struggle is retold time and time again. They have 
spread, and are known to all cultures, thus having 
gained in strength. Perhaps this is how they invade, 
through forms of media and the mind; a thought that 
has become a virus, or perhaps a virus in the form 
of a thought. Perhaps that is why the initial carrier 
physically suffered so. These alien thoughts and 
contacts made him ill. And he spread the illness forth 
unto the world to relieve his suffering. All the while, 
telling himself that it was all a lie, that none of it was 
true. That it was all 'phantasy' .  

Lovecraft is  gone from this world, but the Old Ones 
will live on, immortal. . .  
What reality is, is what you believe it to be, it's 
different for every person. Arguing over what is real or 
not is a pointless waste of time, which is also just 
perception. These Dark Gods exist, simply because we 
are discussing them. If they did not exist, we would not 
be. We would know nothing of them, because they 
would not exist. They are a part of our reality whether 
we accept it, or choose to fight against it, as Lovecraft 
himself did. 

Ultimately, the choice is yours . . .  

"Y ogg-Sothoth Neblod Zin" 

� S. Ben Qayin 
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